
Math1180.020: College Math for Business, Economics & Related Fields
Summer 5 week 2  2015 

INSTRUCTOR: Marc Grether  OFFICE: GAB 416
OFFICE PHONE: 940.565.4701 (email preferred)

OFFICE HOURS:  Class days from noon-
2:30

CLASS MEETS: M-R from 8am-9:50am in Sage 354. 
Note: Final exam is FRIDAY August 14th.  
Sec. 021 also meets with Z. Barnett MW 12-1:50 in GAB 511
Sec. 022 also meets with Z. Barnett MW 12-1:50 in GAB 511

FINAL EXAM DATE AND TIME:  
FRIDAY August14th during normal class time

Email: Grether@unt.edu

MATH LAB (GAB 440): Info at 
http://math.unt.edu/mathlab 

COURSE DESCRIPTION:  MATH1180 (MATH1324) Topics from algebra (linear equations, quadratic 
equations, functions and graphs, inequalities,), mathematics of finance (simple and compound interest, 
annuities), linear programming, matrices, systems of linear equations, applications to management, economics 
and business.  A grade C or better in MATH1180 is required when MATH 1180 is a prerequisite for a 
subsequent math course.  Math1180 meets prerequisite for MATH1190 and MATH1350. Satisfies the 
Mathematics requirement of the University Core Curriculum.
MyMathLab through Blackboard (http://learn.unt.edu) REQUIRED:
You will access your math course platform from within Blackboard Learn. The course content (assignments, 
help tools, textbook, etc.) is delivered in the online platform MyMathLab accessed through Blackboard Learn. 
Register in MyMathLab (MML) the first class day of the semester. Temporary (i.e. free for the short term) 
access is available, register immediately.  You must purchase MML by the end of the temporary 14-day access 
period.  If you do not purchase MML by the end of the temporary access, you may lose credit for all work 
previously completed in MML AND be administratively dropped with the possibility of no refund.  No 
extensions will be given for any missed assignments for any reason.  Not having access to MML is not an 
exception.  
PRINT TEXTBOOK is OPTIONAL:   Finite Mathematics for Business, Economics, Life Sciences and 
Social Sciences, 12  th   Edition, Barnett, Ziegler and Byleen.  The textbook in electronic form is included in 
MML.  MML may be purchased packaged with textbook, as a stand-alone or directly online at registration. We 
will cover the following chapters/sections from the book Ch 1, 2, 3, 4.1-4.4, 5, 6.1, 6.2, 7, 8, 9. Additional 
material may be covered. 
CAMPUS INTERNET ACCESS: UNT has many general access computer labs for students, see 
http://www.gacl.unt.edu/.
GRAPHING CALCULATOR: TI 83, TI 83 Plus, TI 84, TI 84 Plus or equivalent, their use will be supported 
in class.  Examples of calculators not allowed: TI-Nspires, TI 89’s, TI 92’s, laptops, iPhones or any other utility
with alphanumeric/CAS capabilities or online/cell access ARE NOT permitted, including phones.  A calculator
may not be shared during an exam. Note: You need to know how to use the calculator you intend to use on the 
exam. Be sure to practice with it BEFORE the exam.   
EVALUATION: 
Each of 3 In Class exams           15%
Algebra skills gateway exam       5%
Homework                                  15%
Recitation                                    10%
Final Exam                                 25%

GRADE ASSIGNMENT:A: [90%,); B: [80%, 90%); C: 
[70%, 80%); D: [60%, 70%);F: [0%, 60%)
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Your grade is determined solely by your performance on the evaluation criteria.  Grades reflect your 
proficiency of the course content as you have demonstrated them on the evaluation criteria. Expect no extra 
credit or bonus assignments.

DISABILITY ACCOMMODATIONS:
The University of North Texas makes reasonable academic accommodation for students with disabilities. 
Students seeking accommodation must first register with the Office of Disability Accommodation (ODA) to 
verify their eligibility. If a disability is verified, the ODA will provide you with an accommodation letter to be 
delivered to faculty to begin a private discussion regarding your specific needs in a course. You may request 
accommodations at any time, however, ODA notices of accommodation should be provided as early as 
possible in the semester to avoid any delay in implementation. Note that students must obtain a new letter of 
accommodation for every semester and must meet with each faculty member prior to implementation in each 
class. For additional information see the Office of Disability Accommodation website at 
http://www.unt.edu/oda. You may also contact them by phone at 940.565.4323.

NOTES:
1)  This syllabus is subject to change as the instructor deems necessary. Any/all changes will be announced during 

regular class time. It is the responsibility of the student to attend each scheduled class to be informed of 
these changes.

2)   You are responsible for meeting all university deadlines, such as:  registration, fee payment, drop deadlines, 
etc.  Refer to the Schedule of Classes and/or Online University Catalog for policies and dates, both available 
online.
Schedule of key dates for 5 week 2 Summer 2015
JULY 13, MONDAY

Classes begin.
JULY 16, THURSDAY

Last day to drop a course and receive refund.  Drops after this date require instructor's written consent.
The equivalent to the 12th class day.

JULY 17, FRIDAY
Beginning this date a student who wishes to drop a course must first receive written consent of the instructor.

JULY 23, THURSDAY
Last day to drop a course or withdraw from the university with a grade of “W” for courses that a student is 
not passing; after this date a grade of “WF” may be recorded.    (Your attendance policy must be written on your 
syllabus in order to drop students for non-attendance.)

JULY 24, FRIDAY
Beginning this date instructors may drop students with a grade of “WF” for non-attendance.  (Your attendance 
policy must be written on your syllabus in order to drop students for non-attendance.)

AUGUST 5, WEDNESDAY
Last day to drop a course with consent of instructor.
Last day for an instructor to drop a student with a grade of “WF” for non-attendance.
Last day to withdraw from the semester.

AUGUST 6, THURSDAY
Beginning this date a student may request a grade of “I”, incomplete, a non-punitive grade given only if a student (1) 
is passing, (2) has justifiable reason why the work cannot be completed on schedule; and (3) arranges with the 
instructor to complete the work.

AUGUST 14, FRIDAY: Final examinations.  
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Policies and procedures:
Academic Dishonesty: Cheating on final exams, on tests, or on quizzes is a serious breach of academic standards 
and will be punished severely and generally result in a student failing the course. All work done on in-class exams 
and quizzes must represent only the student’s own work, unless otherwise stated in the directions. See 
http://vpaa.unt.edu/academic-integrity.htm for details on academic integrity at UNT.  

Attendance: Class attendance is mandatory.  Missing any portion of class may be counted as an absence.  My 
email may NOT be used in lieu of attendance.  Students are responsible for all information given in class, 
regardless of his/her attendance.  This includes knowing exam dates and homework assignments.  If you miss a 
class, it is your responsibility to learn of all the important stuff you missed.  Exchange contact information with 
several members of your class; so that you will have multiple sources contact in case of a personal emergency. 
Four or more absences in lecture constitute non-attendance; in which a student may be administratively dropped 
for non-attendance with a grade of WF. See https://facultysenate.unt.edu/sites/default/files/15%202%205_AttendancePolicy_Revision_01-11-

2014_CleanCopynro.pdf and https://deanofstudents.unt.edu/faq for more information about absences.  
    
Classroom Etiquette: Appropriate behavior is expected of all students taking this course.  Arrive to class 
promptly and do not leave until the scheduled ending time of the class. If you must arrive late or leave early, please
do so as discreetly as possible and take a seat near the door. Turn off all non-medical electronic devices such as 
cell phones, laptops, etc. Take off the headphones. Do not read newspaper or work on unrelated assignments 
during class. Students causing distractions will be asked to leave and will be counted as absent. 

Course Objectives: Upon successful completion of this course, the student will be prepared for Business Calculus
or Math for Elementary Education Majors I. To this end, students will be able to apply arithmetic, algebraic and 
higher-order thinking skills to solve real-world type math problems in business, economics and social sciences. 
Specifically; the student will be able to:
 

 Demonstrate proficiency and understanding of elementary functions, including linear, quadratic, 
polynomial, rational, logarithmic and exponential functions

 Solve mathematics of finance problems including annuity and amortization applications
 Apply basic matrix operations and Gauss Jordan elimination, using appropriate technology, to solve 
application problems, including linear programming methods 
 Demonstrate proficiency and understanding of introductory logic and sets
 Solve variety of probability problems including expected value
 Solve problems involving Markov chains. 

Course Requirements: This course will be very fast paced. You will need to spend several hours every day 
outside of class to be successful. Please plan accordingly.

Drop Policy: If the student is unable to complete this course, it is his/her responsibility to formally withdraw from
the course. The student may do so through the Registrar’s Office after obtaining the necessary signatures. Consents
for withdrawal and all necessary signatures may be obtained in the Math Department Office, GAB 435. The last 
day to drop a class with an automatic “W” is Thursday July 23rd.  The last day to drop a class with “W” or “WF” 
is Wednesday August 5th.  “WF” is averaged into your GPA as an “F.”  If the student does not properly withdraw 
from the course but stops attending, s/he will receive a performance grade, usually an F.

Grade Assignment: The student course grade is assigned according to the evaluation criteria and grading 
assignment stated on this syllabus.  The grade is completely objective and is determined solely by student 
performance on each of the evaluation criteria (in-class exam grades, on-line homework, recitation, algebra exam 
and the final exam). Do not expect extra credit work or bonus grade assignments.  
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Incomplete, the Grade of: Beginning Thursday, Aug 6th, a student that qualifies may request a grade of “I”, 
incomplete.  An “I” is a non-punitive grade given only if ALL three of the following criteria are satisfied.  They 
are:  
1) The student is passing the course;
2) The student has a justifiable (and verifiable) reason why the work cannot be completed as scheduled;
and
3) The student arranges with the instructor to complete the work within one academic year.

Student Behavior: Student behavior that interferes with an instructor’s ability to conduct a class or other students'
opportunity to learn is unacceptable and disruptive and will not be tolerated in any instructional forum at UNT. 
Students engaging in unacceptable behavior will be directed to leave the classroom and the instructor may refer the
student to the Center for Student Rights and Responsibilities to consider whether the student's conduct violated the
Code of Student Conduct.  The university's expectations for student conduct apply to all instructional forums, 
including university and electronic classroom, labs, discussion groups, field trips, etc.  The Code of Student 
Conduct can be found at www.unt.edu/csrr

Student Evaluation of Teaching Effectiveness: The Student Evaluation of Teaching Effectiveness (SETE) is a requirement 
for all organized classes at UNT. This short survey will be made available to you at the end of the semester, providing you a chance to 
comment on how this class is taught.  Please be sure to complete this important survey for all of your UNT courses. I read what you write 
and value your opinion. Please use this opportunity to provide meaningful feedback about how my teaching can be improved.

Statement regarding use of email and attendance:  
 Email may not be used in lieu of attendance.  It is primarily for emergencies.  YOU MUST ATTEND class 

to obtain course-related information.  
 YOU are responsible for attending the required class meetings as stated in the course schedule guide.   

Web Access: You should be able to access your MyMathLab account through UNT’s course management system: 
https://learn.unt.edu/.  Students may access use MyMathLab either through https://learn.unt.edu/ or through 
www.pearsonmylabandmastering.com.  Necessary information for using this site will be provided in the first 
day of class.

Stuff dealing with grades:
Recitation: The recitation is a graded, required portion of the class. You will cover additional material and get 
additional help in the recitation. 

The recitation is worth 10% of the course grade.

Homework: Most or all of your homework work assignments will be administered through MyMathLab (MML); 
you may also have “paper” and “in-class” assignments which evaluate as a homework grade. MML is the required 
online course delivery platform and MML assignments for the entire term are already set; due dates and times 
explicitly stated in MyMathLab. The due dates for assignments will usually be 30 minutes before class, but double 
check with the listed times in MML. You have five  attempts per problem-type for each online problem in MML.  
Using the “Help Me Solve It” feature uses one attempt.  Use the attempts carefully so that you can earn a 100% on 
each assignment.  A grade of zero will be assigned to any homework assignment not completed online and 
submitted by the due date and time.  Specifically, due dates will NOT be extended for any reason. If you are prone 
to circumstances that affect your ability to complete assignments as due, work ahead.  Technical difficulty, 
including loss of internet access, is not an excuse for not completing assigned work.

The MML homework assignments are worth 15% of the course grade.  
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Exams: You will have three regular in-class exams this semester and the Algebra skills gateway exam. After each 
exam, you will be asked to correct your exam.  Each exam will count 15% of your final grade

Content and dates are tentatively scheduled as follows:
Exam 1:  Chapters 3, 2.5 and 2.6 – ~Monday July 20th
Exam 2:  Chapter 4-1 to 4-4, Chapter 5, 6-1, 6-2 – ~Thursday July 30th 
Exam 3:  Chapters 7-9 – ~Mon August 10th

Algebra skills  gateway exam: 
Chapters 1 and 2 – online, August 11th @ 10am – August 13th@ 11:59 pm

The Algebra Skills Gateway Exam will be administered online through MyMathLab. You will have two (2) 
complete attempts to earn your desired grade. The Algebra Skills Gateway Exam is 5% of the course grade.

Final Exam: Your final exam will be administered in our regular classroom.  The date and time are posted online
at:  http://registrar.unt.edu/exams/final-exam-schedule for UNT final exams schedule.  You should look up the 
times of all of your finals and record them.  The final exam is comprehensive and is 25% of the course grade.

Recommended Keys to Success/Expectations: Success in math classes requires a great deal of time and honest 
effort outside of class along with punctual attendance.  You are expected to come to each class on time and stay 
the entire class.  You are responsible for everything that happens in class.  You should come to each lecture and 
come prepared.    Spend an hour (or two) after each lecture with a classmate reviewing the lesson and working on 
homework problems.  Use the UNT Math Tutor Lab and meet with a study group every day.  

Math is not a spectator sport.  You will not learn mathematics from watching the instructor or friends display ideas
and solve problems.  You must try the problems, finish problems, ask questions, correct your mistakes, put 
concepts in your own words, and practice, practice, practice!! An increase in effort usually results in increases in 
success.  

MyMathLab Homework Info 
 Find a relatively quiet, distraction-free place with internet connection.  Commit to NOT surfing the internet 

while working on math (or any assignment, for that matter). 
 Keep a notebook for online assignments.  Write problems just as you would if the homework is submitted on 

paper.
 You are given several attempts per problem-type.  Use the attempts carefully so that you can earn 100% for 

each MML homework assignment.   
 MyMathLab has very useful features, including viewing videos and a feature called the, “Help Me Solve It.”  

When you use the Help Me Solve It feature be sure to write out each of the guided steps and explanations.  
 Using the “Help Me Solve It” feature uses one of your attempts.
 Get help from tutors in the Math Lab (GAB 440); and from the “Help Me Solve It” feature in MML; but 

continue to rework a similar exercise until you can do the exercises without any assistance.  Only then will be 
ready to do well on an exam on that material.

 Prepare for tests by reviewing notes, writing your personal learning notes, reworking homework problems, and
reworking quiz problems.  The textbook also has Chapter Tests and Cumulative Reviews, use them to augment
your learning process.

 Start preparing and reviewing for the final exam the first week of classes.  Revisit previous homework 
assignments, review completed in-class exams. 

 Keep a positive attitude about your ability to succeed and work diligently towards the goal. Remember, the 
homework is where you do your learning. Take it seriously.
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Summer 5 week 2 2015 Tentative Calendar
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Week 1 13-Jul 14-Jul 15-Jul 16-Jul
Intro, Chap 3 and 2.5, 
2.6 Chap 3 Chap 3 Chap 3

Week 2 20-Jul 21-Jul 22-Jul 23-Jul
Review, Exam 1 Chap 4 Chap 4 Chap 5

Week 3 27-Jul 28-Jul 29-Jul 30-Jul
Chap 5 Chap 6 Chap 6 Review, Exam 2

Week 4 3-Aug 4-Aug 5-Aug 6-Aug
Chap 7 Chap 8 Chap 8 Chap 9, review

Week 5 10-Aug 11-Aug 12-Aug 13-Aug 14-Aug
Review, Exam 3 Chap 1 and 2 Chap 1 and 2 Review, Alg skills prep FINAL EXAM

1-1 Linear Equations and Inequalities
1-2 Graphs and Lines
1-3 Linear Regression
2-1 Functions
2-2 Elementary Functions: Graphs and Transformations
2-3 Quadratic Functions
2-4 Polynomial and Rational Functions
2-5 Exponential Functions
2-6 Logarithmic Functions
3-1 Simple Interest
3-2 Compound and Continuous Compound Interest
3-3 Future Value of an Annuity; Sinking Funds
3-4 Present Value of an Annuity; Amortization
4-1 Review: Systems of Linear Equations in Two Variables
4-2 Systems of Linear Equations and Augmented Matrices
4-3 Gauss-Jordan Elimination
4-4 Matrices: Basic Operations

5-1 Inequalities in Two Variables
5-2 Systems of Linear Inequalities in Two Variables
5-3 Linear Programming in Two Dimensions: A Geometric Approach
6-1 A Geometric Introduction to the Simplex Method
6-2 The Simplex Method: Maximization with Problem Constraints of the 
Form ≥
7-2 Sets
7-3 Basic Counting Principles
7-4 Permutations and Combinations
8-1 Sample Spaces, Events, and Probability
8-2 Union, Intersection, and Complement of Events; Odds
8-3 Conditional Probability, Intersection, and Independence
8-4 Bayes' Formula
8-5 Random Variables, Probability Distribution, and Expected Value
9-1 Properties of Markov Chains
9-2 Regular Markov Chains
9-3 Absorbing Markov Chains
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Student information sheet Math 1180.020 Summer 2015

Please answer the following questions so that I can get to know you
Preferred Name (What you would like for me to call you? What is your nickname)

Legal Name (What should be on my roll? Full, complete, first and last name)

Contact Information (How can I reach you if there is an emergency? E-mail, home phone, cell phone, For the 
number “zero,” use “⊘” For the letter “o,” use “o.”)

Math History (What math classes have you taken in high school or college?)

What is your major?

Are you absolutely certain that this course satisfies your current degree requirements?

Yes     No   (circle one)

If you are considering a major change, will this course meet the requirements of the new major?

Yes     No   (circle one)

What is your career goal?

What would you most like to learn in this course?

What else would you like for me to know about you? Do you have an interesting hobby or story about yourself to 
tell?
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